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mAkING A BOLD
DIFFERENCE
EMD Serono, the biopharmaceutical business of Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany, is committed to transforming lives by
discovering, researching and delivering meaningful therapies

More than 20+ projects in clinical development such as:

Can you imagine a place where curiosity, passion
and collaboration can change patients’ lives? We can.
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Approximately 1,500 U.S. employees are empowered by
science and committed to providing valuable medicines,
drug-delivery devices and support services. We have been
driving human progress for more than 350 years at our
global company’s headquarters in Darmstadt, Germany
and more than 40 years in the U.S. at our corporate
headquarters in Rockland, MA and the global Research &
Development (R&D) hub in Billerica, MA.
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We work to truly understand and respond to the therapeutic
and support needs of individual patients through industryleading patient education and assistance programs, tools
and services:
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A GLIMPSE AT
OUR PIPELINE *

Tepotinib, Investigational oral MET inhibitor that is designed to
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OUR CURIOSITY
CHANGES LIVES

Building on a proven legacy and deep expertise in oncology,
neurology, fertility and endocrinology, EMD Serono is developing
potentially new oncology and immuno-oncology medicines,
while continuing to explore novel options for psoriasis, lupus,
multiple sclerosis, and other autoimmune diseases.
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vibrant science and technology that advanced treatments for
illnesses like multiple sclerosis (MS), infertility and cancer,
we’re bold in our approach and dedicated to improving lives.
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IMAGINING THE FUTURE

inhibit the oncogenic MET receptor signaling caused by MET (gene)
alterations, including both MET exon 14 skipping mutations and
MET amplifications, or MET protein overexpression. Tepotinib
is currently being investigated in NSCLC, with the potential of
exploring other tumor indications.

Evobrutinib, an investigational oral inhibitor of Bruton tyrosine
kinase (BTK) being studied as a treatment for MS.

bintrafusp alfa, an investigational bifunctional
immunotherapy that is designed to combine a TGF-β trap with
the anti-programmed death ligand-1 (PD-L1) mechanism in
one fusion protein. Bintrafusp alfa is designed to combine
co-localized blocking of the two immuno-suppressive pathways
– targeting both pathways aims to control tumor growth by
potentially restoring and enhancing anti-tumor responses.
Bintrafusp alfa is currently in Phase I studies for solid tumors,
as well as a randomized Phase II trial to explore NSCLC.
Avelumab, a human PD-L1 antibody. The clinical
development program for avelumab, known as JAVELIN,
involves at least 30 clinical programs and more than 9,000
patients evaluated across more than 15 different tumor types,
including breast, gastric/gastro-esophageal junction, and head
and neck cancers, Merkel cell carcinoma, non-small cell lung
cancer, and urothelial carcinoma.
DNA Damage Response (DDR), an investigational

oncology portfolio that includes inhibitors for enzymes of major
DDR pathways.
*Pipeline products are under clinical investigation and have not
been proven to be safe and effective. There is no guarantee any
product will be approved in the sought-after indication by any
health authority worldwide.
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Follow Us on social media

EMD SERONO QUICK FACTS
people helped
through our
support services

R&D projects in
development
globally

~$5M

EMD Serono, Inc.

EMD Serono

www.EMDSerono.com

per year donated to
community organizations
and non-profits

Therapeutic

/MyEMDSerono

EMD Serono is a business of Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany

employees in our
U.S. organization

Areas of Focus:

@EMDSerono
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~2M
~1500

Please see MAVENCLAD full Prescribing
Information, including boxed WARNING.
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drug products
in the U.S.

Neurology & Immunology,
Oncology, Fertility,
Endocrinology

COLLABORATING WITH
LEADING ORGANIZATIONS

DIFFERENCE MAKERS
IN SCIENCE AND
THE COMMUNITY
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Strategic alliances with partners create tremendous value,
as we combine complementary expertise and resources to
drive science and technology that advances people’s lives.

education is an organizational priority. We provide nearly $5 million
per year in science and medical education grants, fellowships, and
patient education programs/initiatives. Our employees also donate
thousands of h ours annually to local and national organizations.
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co-develop and commercialize avelumab, and entered
a global strategic alliance with GlaxoSmithKline to jointly
develop and commercialize bintrafusp alfa (M7824).

ABOUT MERCK KGaA, DARMSTADT,GERMANY
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In addition to EMD Serono, the biopharmaceutical business of Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany, there are two other
business sectors in North America:
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Headquartered in Philadelphia, PA, they specialize in providing new and
EMD
PeRfORMaNCe innovative technologies and high-tech materials for a variety of industries,
including consumer electronics, semiconductors, lighting, coatings, printing
MaTeRIaLS
technology, plastics, and cosmetics.
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Headquartered in Burlington, MA, they offer life science tools and performance
products and provides innovative solutions for scientists and engineers,
facilitating lab research and the development of biotech processes and
analytic applications.
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+ $2.6B
35Hi0
Year story
$18.3B
R&D Investment
(2019)
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in sales (2019)

CONTACTs
Melissa Beglin

Associate Director
U.S. Communications
Phone: +1 781 681 2609
melissa.beglin@emdserono.com
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